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Abstract
This experiment has been performed as part of the advanced lab course for physics students (FP) at Heidelberg University.

The theoretical and experimental basics needed for the understanding of the conducted measurements is introduced and important
concepts of CCD are presented and discussed.

The characteristics of CCD used in KING telescope on Königstuhl, Heidleberg are analysed using data we recorded with the
computer program . . .

Furthermore we used archival images from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to produce a color magnitude diagram (CMD) to
estimate the distance, age, and metallicity of the cluster.

Lastly we present and discuss . . .

Fundamentals of astronomical observation

Basics of CCD detectors

CCDs

Instead of photographic plates in earlier days people now widely use Charged coupled devices (CCDs) for
the detection of optical radiation, in visible light cameras and in modern telescopes. The working principle
of CCD is as follows: Electrons produced by photoelectric effect are collected in the potential walls of the
capacitors on a two-dimensional array of pixels made of semiconductors capacitors. The collected charges
are first read out by being shifted column by column and sent to counting device (output register) at the
end of each horizontal line, which is consisted of a series of electrodes. Then the signal is amplified and
digitalized by an Analogue digital converter (ADU). After calibrating and analysing numerical data one can
reconstruct the distribution of observed astronomical objects.

Advantages and important characteristics of CCDs

CCDs are useful and powerful in following aspects:

• Good spatial resolution: The resolution and the field of an image taken by a CCD depend on its
number of pixels. With large amount of pixels in small volume of CCDs one can see the details at the
surface of the studied object.
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• Very high quantum efficiency over large spectral window: CCDs are sensitive to the radiation in a
large wavelength domain. The fraction of detected photons on CCD reaches more than 50% (> 80%
at certain wavelengths), which enables the detection of very faint objects.

• High dynamic range with very low noise: The signal to noise ratio(S/N) is an essential characteri-
stic, especially when observing a faint object. The noise induced by the readout transistor is nowadays
reduced to the order of 10 electrons per pixel and second, which indicates the faintest object that can
be detected. The brightest object that can be detected depend on the capacity of pixels to collect pho-
toelectrons before they saturate, which increases with the individual pixel size. The dynamic range
represents the maximum possible ratio between the fluxes of the faintest objects and the brightest
ones, which is small for CCDs, so that people can detect objects with high difference in magnitudes
at the same time.

• Very good linearity: There exists good linear relation between measured signal and incoming photon
flux, which is proportional to the exposure time, with a large saturation threshold and no requirement
on minimum exposure time. CCDs are linear to an accuracy of about 0.1% within their dynamical
range.

• High photometric precision and a reliable rigidity: Since CCDs are made of solid elements and
the position of each pixel is fixed in a rigid way during the production, there’s usually no physical
distortion and the sensitivity of CCDs is stable in time.

Basics of astronomical data

Data-influencing effects and corresponding measures

There are certain effects that influence data quality, people come up with different measures to deal with
them:

Noise and dynamic range Despite of large dynamic range of CCDs it is not always possible to simul-
taneously assure a good S/N for weak objects of interest while not saturating very bright stars. Thus it is
important to select exposure time carefully depending on purpose of observation.

Extrema of data A certain amount of pixels on the detector is ”dead”, i.e. produce no physically signifi-
cant signal at all. The amount and distribution of pixels of this kind stays the same over time. Additionally
some other pixels are activated by cosmic rays such as electrons, γ-rays, muons, etc. Around the impact
position the pixels are saturated or show high numbers of counts. The distribution of these pixels is random
and the number of them depends on integration time. To get rid of these extrema people use method called
”ditheringör ”jittering”by taking several exposures (at least 5) and the telescope is moved slightly between
each exposure. The multiple frames are then aligned and the median of each pixel of the combined image is
determined. With this method the S/N is also improved without saturating brighter sources.

Diffraction by aperture Light is diffracted when passing through apertures, the diffraction effects incre-
ase with decreasing aperture size. The degree of spreading (blurring) of a point object is a measure for the
quality of an imaging systems, which is described with Point spread function (PSF). For a diffraction-limited
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optical system operating in the absence of aberrations, i.e. a perfect lens with a uniformly illuminated circu-
lar aperture, the PSF is the Airy disc, a bright central region surrounded by concentric rings. In astronomy
the Airy disc is used to determine the quality and alignment of the optical components of a telescope. The
Rayleigh criterion for barely resolving two objects is that the centre of the Airy disc for the first object
occurs at the first minimum of the Airy disc of the second.

Data reduction

Bias A bias, an offset added to each pixel value during read-out so that positive values are passed to
analog-digital converter and get handled, should be subtracted from every image.

Dark current Dark current refers to signal produced when no photon reaching the CCD. Its strong tem-
perature dependent value should be subtracted if not negligible.

Flat fields Different sensitivity of each pixels due to imperfect production of the CCD results in small
scale variations. On the other hand, there exists large scale variations caused by the optics (”vignetting”)
and contaminations in the optical path. These variations, causing difficulties in comparing objects from
different region, are however constant at least during the observation. For corrections one exposes the whole
detector to a structureless and homogeneously emitting surface, i.e. flat field, and records the variations. In
practice the flat field is provided either by a white surface hanging on the inner side of the dome(TODO:
picture?) or the twilight sky. Though the twilight period is rather short, the sky-flatfield provides the same
condition as real observation and is thus preferred. For the data reduction purpose one has to take multiple
images and take median value for each pixel to create a master flat-field. Every measurement frame is then
later divided by the normalized master frame. This procedure has to be done for every filter.

Standard stars People choose some stars as standard stars with determined luminosities. By comparing
with them the measurements are calibrated. Sometimes special observation has to be made when standard
stars are not located in the region where measurements are carried out.

Basics of photometry

With CCD people measure the radiation flux or intensity of an astronomical object reaching the earth. This
process, photometry, uses the unit of magnitudes.

Magnitudes

The luminosity of a star L is defined as emitted energy per unit time. The flux reaching an observer in a
distance d is given by F = L

4πd4
. The intensity is defined as flux per solid angle.

Instrumental magnitude For measurements by the same instruments and under similar conditions, the
comparison of different sources is realised by instrumental magnitudes. The measured counts are converted
to a logarithmic scale with arbitrary zero point:

minstr. = zeropoint− 2.5 log10 (counts) (1)
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The counts is calculated either by simply summing over an aperture centered on the star, i.e. aperture pho-
tometry, or by fitting a PSF to the profile of the star, i.e. PSF photometry.

Apparent magnitude The brightness of stars perceived from earth, the apparent magnitude, was once
classified by eye ranging from 1 for the brightest stars to 6 for barely visible stars. It was later quantified
assuming a logarithmic perception. For the flux of two stars it means:

F2

F1
= 100(m1−m2)/5 (2)

With the help of standard stars the difference between instrumental magnitude and apparent magnitude is de-
termined and observed magnitude is then calibrated. The effects of different instruments and circumstances
for comparison of magnitudes are hence eliminated.

Absolute magnitude To compare objects in different distance people define absolute magnitude as appa-
rent magnitudeM of an object would have if it were in distance of 10 pc from our sun. The relation between
apparent and absolute magnitude satisfies

Fin10pc
F

= (
d

10pc
)2 = 100(m−M)/5 (3)

with d distance of star in pc.

However, d is usually unknown, and can be determined in this way d = 10(m−M+5)/5. The expression
m−M = 5 log10 d− 5 is called the distance modulus.

From the absolute magnitude of a star at the same distance as a reference star with known luminosity and
absolute magnitude, it’s possible to determine its luminosity:

F2

F1
=
L2

L1
= 100(M1−M2)/5 (4)

Bolometric magnitude The Bolometric magnitudes Mbol corresponds to the flux integrated over all wa-
velengths. Its direct measurements are only possible by space observatories. From earthbound observations
people have only theoretical estimate because of detector limitations and atmosphere’s absorption of certain
wavelength. Alternatively a wavelength dependent magnitude Mγ for luminosity in a certain wavelength
range is used.

Observation of a star

Through observation people want to learn physical properties of a star. The flux is related to star’s sur-
face temperature, given by Stefan-Boltzmann law: F = σT 4

eff with σ = 5.67 × 10−8 Wm−2K−4 Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, Teff the temperature of a black body emitting the same radiation power. Furthermore
people are also interested in star’s mass and metallicity, from which its evolution can be deduced. ”Metalsı̈n
astronomy are all the elements besides H, He and their isotopes. It is however not trivial to calculate a star’s
mass from easily accessible observables.
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Basics of spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is the measurement of the special intensity of the emitted light with high accuracy.

Johnson filter system Filters that transmit a certain part of the spectrum are used to obtain rough spectral
information. A common used filter system is Johnson filter system with broad band filters, which contain
U(ultraviolet), B(blue), V(visual(green)), R(red), I(infrared) and z(sharp infrared) filters.

Color index To quantify spectral properties color index is defined as difference between magnitudes with
different filters: mB−mV =MB−MV = B−V where magnitude can be replaced by filter name directly.
For example, a star is bluer and thus hotter than another star.

Color correction To compare measurements with different filter systems a calibration with standard stars
is applied. Assuming the transmission curve for the B filter is slightly different, the calibration of the instru-
mental magnitude can be calculated in a first order approach.

Relevant astronomy

The Hertzsprung-Russel-Diagram (HRD)

At the beginning of last century, Hertzsprung and Russel used data of photometrically measured stars, in-
dependently discovered the correlation between the spectral type, effective temperature and luminosity, as
shown in Hertzsprung-Russel-Diagram (HRD)??fig1. The majority of the visible stars experiencing the
phase of hydrogen burning locate in the ”main sequence”diagonal region. Different regions in the diagram
indicate different masses, distances, evolution phases of stars. For example, O stars refers to young, massive
and luminous objects.

Color-Magnitude-Diagram (CMD) In practice it is often difficult to produce a HRD, instead a Color-
Magnitude-Diagram (CMD) plotted with the apparent magnitude against a related color index, determined
directly from observations with two filters, is used. A CMD provides also large amounts of important infor-
mation as a HRD.

Globular clusters

Globular clusters (GC), spherically collection of stars, are by now counted to the oldest objects found in the
universe. The stars in GCs in our milky way are very metal poor, which indicates their formation in early
stage of the universe when the interstellar matter was not enriched with heavier elements than hydrogen and
helium. With about 150 GCs known, the distribution, velocity and composition of GCs provide information
about the evolution of our galaxy. The age identification of GC shows however large errors and discrepancies
with different measurements.

CMD of GCs GCs are well suited for the analysis with a HRD, since all their stars are located at the
approximate same distance and have the same metallicity. The CMD of a GC has a characteristic form as
seen in figure 2.
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Conclusions drawn from diagram

Determining the age of a cluster by the turn off point Assuming all stars within the cluster have similar
ages, one can read off the age of the cluster from the CMD. Since massive and luminous at the top left end
of the CMD burnt their hydrogen in their cores within short lifetime and turned into a red giant, the older a
cluster is, the lower mass stars move from main sequence into the red giant branch. The shifts to stars with
lower mass and luminosities, i.e. turn off point, whose position depends also on metallicity of the cluster,
are good indicators for age of older clusters. For young clusters there may exists ambiguity.

Determining the distance of a cluster by shift of the main sequence For stars in a GC, assuming they all
are approximately at the same distance with same chemical composition as well as similar ages, the distance
to cluster can be determined using a CMD. The position of the main sequence is compared to the position
of a cluster with known distance. With some presumptions ignoring effects of different matallicities and of
attenuation by interstellar dust, the distance modulus of the cluster can be deduced by the shifts. Alternatively
it can be compared to predictions of its position by theoretical models, for example ı̈sochrones”, i.e. curve
representing stars of the same age.

Layout of the experiment

Measurement and Evaluation

Characteristics of the CCD

We first investigate characteristics of the CCD in the KING telescope with the help of program clearsky
on the Linux PC there. We visualize and analysis the data image using Python with package astropy and
ccdproc.

Bias correction

As explained in introduction part, we first determined the bias from the overscan region on the right edge of
CCD images of dark measurements. The overscan region is not a physical part of the CCD chip but is added
electronically to the image for offset values. Figure ? take the first and last images as examples, where the
right panels show the overscan region we chosen using display program ds9. Read off the median we get,
for example, bias of the first image 2029.0± 1444.8 of the last image 1350.0± 1.7.

Dark measurements

After subtracting bias from the dark measurements we read scatter for the first image 52234.0 ± 3161.9,
for the last image 0.0 ± 3.5. We see from the result of the last image that under that temperature the CCD
works, the dark current is small enough to ignore. To minimize the effects of dark currents is also the reason
for cooling process, for dark currents diminishing the dynamical range and deteriorating the sensitivity of
the system by its stochastic nature.

We carried out dark measurements while cooling the CCD using liquid nitrogen. With simultaneous tem-
perature measurements we can verify the theoretical dependency of the dark current I from the temperature
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Figure 1: Hertzsprung-Russel-Diagramm, taken from Wikipedia.

T , derived from Fermi statistics:

I = const.× T 3/2e
− Eg

2kBT (5)
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where Boltzmann constant kB = 8.617 · 10−5 eV
K and Eg is the band gap of the semiconductor. The data,

with temperature in logarithmic scale, are plotted in figure ?, where a straight line is fitted by the linear
region using this formula. On the same plot, the theoretical model is plotted. From the fit parameters we
determine the band gap of silicon as 1.1205± 0.0061 eV, while the literature value is given as 1.15 eV. The
5σ deviation can be explained by ...

Flat-field correction

We chose to use dome-flat. First we subtract the bias from the individual flat-field images and then combine
the individual flat-field images to a single image (the master flatfield). Then we normalize the master flat-
field by dividing it by its median (why?) and obtain a histogram for this master flatfield as shown in figure
?. TODO: discussion for histogram

We performed a flat-field correction for one of the single flat-field images with I filter. The comparison of
two plots is shown in figure ?, as can be seen that after correction the whole image become ”flat”, i.e. evenly
distributed.

After flat-field correction we could quantify the instrumental sensitivity, limitations, linearity and dynamical
range.

Linearity and dynamical range

To verify the linearity of the chip we plot the signal of each flat-field-corrected image against its integration
time. Figure ? shows for R band on the left, for I band on the right. To determine the deviation from a
perfect linear relationship we calculated for the linear fit R2 = 0.999977 for R band, R2 = 0.999901 for
I band. We can also read from the plot that for a gain factor of 5 the detector saturates at approximately
64160.3 counts for R band, at approximately 64141.4 counts for I band. TODO for discussion: also see the
exposure time for saturation differ with different filter, thus careful change the intensity when use dome flat.

Sensitivity and noise

TODO: Auswertung eigentlich nicht fertig!!!

CMD of globular cluster BS90

We use archival images of the GC BS90 taken by the HST filters F555W (V) and F814W (I).?? We produce
a CMD to estimate the distance, age, and metallicity of the cluster.

PSF fitting

To separate stars from background and noise and to find out the counts of individual stars we use the tool
starfinder to perform PSF photometry, since PSFs of different stars overlap in crowded region and aperture
photometry does not work.

Determination of the noise We want starfinder to evaluate the noise from the data, taking the photon noise
into account. TODO: Describe settings? We calculate the Gaussian noise with the standard parameters and
plot the noise distribution in a histogram. figure: NOISE*histogram.gif. In the PSF fitting we then use a
threshold setting relative to that noise.
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Determination of the PSF We select 14 isolated, unsaturated stars. On a bounding box around the stars,
an average PSF for the entire image is first created. Per editing we improve and optimize the PSF as seen in
figure postprocessed.png.

Determination of stellar flux by PSF fitting All sources above a certain threshold(TODO: the value we
used: 0.4 for I? 0.3 or 0.4 for V?) above the background level are detected as potential stars. All potential
stars is then fitted with the PSF and the results of this fitting is subtracted from the science image. This
step is performed iteratively. That way we can disentangle and correctly account for the flux of overlapping
sources. Figure: FoundStars.fits

TODO: add figures PSF*.png.

Zeropoint calibration

Since the measurements were carried out with two filters a calibration is needed in order to compare their
results.

We overplot the HST images with data base SIMBAD. ?? We select 12 reference stars ??, which were
calibrated themselves from true standard stars, and note the V- and I- magnitudes, and measure the counts
in both Hubble images. The instrumental magnitude is compared with the CATALOG objects to calculate
the individual zero points for all objects for both filters according to formula:

zeropoint = mCATALOG + 2.5 log10 (counts) (6)

We take the median as final zero point values, for V filter 25.15702, for I filter 25.14337. ??

The apparent magnitude of found stars by PSF fitting can then be calculated by formula (1) with the cali-
brated zero points.

Cross-match fitting results

Two lists we obtained by PSF fitting should be cross-matched, so that the V-I value can be calculated for
plotting CMD. Using the given Python scripts we restrict to stars from V- and I-images which located from
each other within distance of 1 pixel.

Plot CMD and fit isochrones

We plot V vs. V-I of these stars and thus obtain the CMD of BS90. Then we overplot it with a set of
theoretical isochrones using the given Python script in which we can play with the fit parameters, i.e. age,
metallicity values, and the right shift in the V axis, which gives us the distance to the cluster. Briefly
discuss your settings and results for the zero point determination and the PSF fitting. Include a plot of your
CMD with the best-fitting isochrone(s) and discuss the results of your distance and age determinations (e.g.,
comparison to literature values). 1

TODO: make better fit? add figures.
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Table 1: Different quantities and qualities of Tshell

Heading rc (km) Tshell (s) twaves (s) M ωc (rad/s) Pmin (s) Pmin,Fe (s) Pmin,NS (s)
Row 1.6× 107 4× 1013 2× 105 0.06 3× 10−6 2× 105 40 2× 10−3

Row 9.7× 103 3× 108 106 0.002 4× 10−3 2× 103 50 2.5× 10−3

Row 3.6× 103 4× 106 105 0.004 2× 10−2 - - -
Row 1.7× 103 7× 103 2× 103 0.02 4× 10−1 - - -

1 Discussion

From the measurements of characteristics of the CCD camera used in KING telescope

[1] [1, 2].

To compare our results we read the reference paper (https://arxiv.org/pdf/0704.2942.pdf). As stated in the
paper, the data are collected within the HST Program GO-10248, observed using the Wide-Field Chan-
nel (WFC) of ACS, centered on the association NGC 346, in the broad-band filters F555W(V-filter) and
F814W (I-filter). Using this information we first (http://www.stsci.edu/public/propinfo.html) checked the
visit information on the same website and determined when the image was taken.

We can then use the ACS zeropoints calculator provided by Space Telescope Science Institute (http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/zeropoints)
to calculate the zero point and compare it with our zero points calibration.
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